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Top BID Articles of 2022 (2 of 5)

Summary: As we BID goodbye to 2022, we've rounded up a few of our most

popular articles from the year to revisit.

In true holiday spirit, we're reflecting on this past year, including some of our most popular BID articles. Take a

trip down memory lane with us and enjoy these 5 BID articles your peers found most interesting.

Best wishes, and we'll see you in 2023! 

_________________________________________________________

Are Checking Accounts Going To Be Extinct? 

(Originally published on April 20, 2022)

You may have heard that the white willow tree’s bark is where the origins of aspirin started. It has been told

that Hippocrates used the bark as a pain reliever. Although the bark is bitter and can cause stomach aches, so

it is not exactly clear how it was consumed. We do know that in the mid-1700s, Reverend Edward Stone dried

the bark to a powder and used it to relieve fevers. The real breakthrough came when a researcher at the

German company, Bayer, chemically altered salicin extract from the willow tree. Aspirin was created and then

patented in 1899.

Aspirin has been used millions of times in the past two centuries, including by many bankers. With digital

banking on the rise and checks on the decline, will bankers be facing another headache? Due to multiple

trends and changes in behaviors, checks have decreased in usage by 66% in the past 18Ys. Just 14.5B checks

were written across the US in 2018, down sharply from 42.6B checks in 2000. In fact, more than a few Gen

Zers might not even know how to fill out a check, instead preferring P2P rails and using their checking

accounts more simply as a payment transit hub.

“Younger consumers are less wedded to the term ‘checking account’ and think of it more as a ‘digital access

account,’” says one industry analyst. “Within five to 10 years, I think we’ll be calling it something else.”

For now, enough businesses are still somewhat relying on checks to either pay vendors or freelance workers or

receive money from customers, including other businesses. This makes it the most common B2B payment

method today. While checks increase the lag time that funds are held in company accounts, that will change

when FedNow and other instant payment rails become ubiquitous.

So, what does all this mean for community financial institutions (CFIs) that rely on the basic noninterest-

bearing transaction account as the cornerstone of almost all customer relationships? First of all, put your mind

at ease — the account itself is definitely not going away. Roughly 80% of adults still have one. Still, how can

CFIs keep these accounts relevant for their customers?

1. Emphasize the functionality. This account is at the center of transactions — a financial hub. Make it easy for

businesses to transfer money from their accounts to other accounts, while providing quick visibility to

available credit and debt. Bank of America calls its business checking account, “an all-in-one business
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checking solution.” Its checking account solution can include cash flow monitoring tools, Zelle for

businesses, and customized employee access. Continuing to make it simple for your customers to use their

checking account to do business ensures deposits will keep flowing there. 

2. Increase engagement with APIs. Providing additional tools and services through third-party APIs, such as

payroll and accounting software, can make your customer’s life easier, while providing CFIs with extra

revenue opportunities. “The adoption of open banking is accelerating with one-stop-shop marketplaces,”

says Andrew Beatty, Head of Global Next Generation Banking at FIS. “Banks with a vision and strategy to

improve customer propositions will increase engagement and build loyalty.”

3. Tap into cross-selling. Checking accounts are a gateway to other solutions at your institution. Account

holders are over 40% more inclined to take out a loan with the same institution, threefold more likely to add

extra depository accounts, and over 80% more prone to stick with the same institution for as long as they

live. This customer stickiness pays off in spades, not only as customer loyalty, but also in cross-selling and

up-selling opportunities. 

4. Leverage as digital payments hub. Even though many small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) still

process checks, there can be a steep cost to process a check – between $4-$20. They cost businesses 10x

more than digital payments. Leveraging the checking account as a digital-payments processing hub will

save your customers time and money. With the increased efficiency, more time and energy can be spent on

the business, not on processing payments. 

While the lifecycle of the paper check may be on the decline, the checking account is still valuable, especially if

you continue to enhance its role as a hub for more efficiency. Remind your customers of the functionality and

then use it for engagement, cross-selling, and as a digital-payments hub. The noninterest-bearing transaction

account is here to stay.

WE HELP DE NOVO AND ESTABLISHED BANKS

PCBB not only has the expertise and services to successfully help launch new banks, but also the solutions to

help them grow and succeed. Know someone interested in starting a bank? Refer them to us so they can get

started right away. 

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 12/27/2022 05:40AM (GMT-0800)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 4.34 -0.03 4.28

6M 4.67 -0.03 4.48

1Y 4.66 -0.05 4.28

2Y 4.36 0.05 3.63

5Y 3.92 0.18 2.65

10Y 3.82 0.21 2.30

30Y 3.91 0.17 2.00

FF Market FF Disc IORB

4.33 4.50 4.40

SOFR Prime OBFR

4.30 7.50 4.32

https://www.pcbb.com/products/correspondent-banking/de-novo-banking-services
https://www.pcbb.com/products
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